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The Press and Poetry of Modern Persia: Partly Based on The Manuscript Work Of Mirza Muhammad Ali Khan Tarbiyat Of Tabriz


Edwin Granville Browne was an English Orientalist and author, known for his work on Iranian literature and history. This book, "The Press and Poetry of Modern Persia: Partly Based on the Manuscript Work Of Mirza Muhammad Ali Khan Tarbiyat Of Tabriz," is a study of Persian literature and journalism in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. It provides insights into the development of modern Persian literature and the role of newspapers in Iranian society.

The work covers the period from the 19th century to the establishment of modern Iran, focusing on the role of newspapers and their influence on society. Browne was influenced by the ideas of civilisation and moral refinement as idealised masculinity, which were linked to Persianate ideas. The book is a valuable resource for students of Persian literature and cultural history.
Press and Poetry Full text of The press and poetry of modern Persia: partly based on the manuscript work of Mirzá.